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Ill-DETAILED DESCRIPTION

111.1. LIGHTS/REGENERATIVE BRAKING SYSTEM

o

FRONT AND REAR LIGHTS
Turn to desired position.

HIGH BEAMS
Pull lever to flash headlights. 
Push lever to put on high beams.■DOFF Lights off

D Low beams
REGEN BRAKE SETTING 
THUMBWHEEL
(see V. 1.1).ID 01 Position lights

Automatic lights 
(position by default)

INDICATOR LIGHTS
Raise or lower lever according 
to the desired direction.AUTO oo

NOTE: The daytime running lights come on automatically when the engine is started, and 
turn off automatically when the headlights are turned on.

NOTE: If the lever is in AUTO, the high beams cannot be turned on.
Turn the ring to low beams first.

However, it is always possible to flash the headlights, regardless of the ring position.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

III.2. WINDSCREEN WIPERS/WASHERS/TRAVEL DIRECTION

ft

ft
Turn to the desired position. 
One line: low speed 
Two lines: high speed

OFF Wipers off V
Turning on automatic 
wipersAUTO

,'V*. Windscreen washer: 
pull lever

111.2.1. Travel direction

On start-up, the vehicle must always be in neutral (N). Raise the lever to move forward (D) and lower 
the lever to reverse (R). Once the travel direction has been chosen, the lever will automatically return 
to the middle position.

NOTE: Changing from driving to reverse or vice versa can only be done when stopped, 
with the accelerator in the idle position, and by going into neutral first.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

III.4. IGNITION KEY

(S) ANTI-THEFT
• To unlock: turn the key slightly while turning the 

steering wheel.
• To lock: remove the key and turn the steering wheel 

until it clicks into the anti-theft locking position.
M

% z
(M) ENGINE START

• The engine is on and the vehicle is ready to go.
• The dashboard lights up.
• Daytime running lights come on.

A CAUTION
Never shut off the engine while the vehicle is moving, or before the vehicle has completely 

/ • \ stopped. Shutting off the engine also shuts off the power steering
and power brakes.

III.5. MULTIPURPOSE STEERING WHEEL

The steering wheel has three 
command modules. Module A is a 
keypad to browse the display menus 
(see 111.12). Module C controls the 
multimedia system* (see Vlll.4.4). 
Press the centre of steering wheel B 
to honk the horn.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

III.7. CONTROL PANEL

^ j | A | 0^ |
~

a

^ o w 'r*

1715 1613 141210 11

(1). To raise driver's side window (10). To raise heat/air conditioning

(2). To lower driver's side window (11). To lower heat/air conditioning

(12). To increase heat/air conditioning fan speed(3). To lock cabin doors

(4). To fold side mirrors in or out (13). To decrease heat/air conditioning fan speed

(5). Hazard lights (14). To turn air conditioning on/off

(6). To unlock charge plug (15). To activate/deactivate air recirculation

(7). Rear fog light (16). To turn defrost on/off

(8). To raise passenger window (17). Adjusting air distribution in the cabin 
(see VI11.2)

(9). To lower passenger window

NOTE: A red light on the switch indicates when the door lock, air conditioning, 
air recirculation or defrost is in operation.

NOTE: The door locks and folding side mirrors only work when both doors are
properly shut.

NOTE: The defrost mode automatically turns on the windscreen heat vent 
along with the heaters in both side mirrors.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

111.14. DISPLAY
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Parking brake on or
low brake fluid or
inadequate brake assist pressure(0)Right indicator

©! Power steering failureLeft indicator

/
MaintenanceD Low beams

H(C^ High beams 

Rear fog light

CO Electrotechnical system warning light

cb0* Electrotechnical system temperature 
warning light

£ QliOpen door warning light Traction battery failure warning light

oTrailer indicators Auxiliary battery charge warning lightO O

4 Seatbelt warning light
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